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ABSTRACT 

Visual impairment has had a significant impact on people and the world. Due to their more 

sensitive audible range and touch, Sensory Replacement Devices (SRDs), which convert 

visual information to audio or touch, are an accessible choice for those who are blind or 

visually impaired to improve their quality of life, employment opportunities, and education. 

Using scene-perception-based deep learning, we presented a spectacle with provision of 

vision-to-audio transfer system in this study to help visually impaired persons recognise and 

find familiar substances in their location. The scheme comprises of a Bluetooth voice 

feedback unit with a microphone, a wireless camera unit, and a mobile application running 

customised software. The camera element collects imageries from the environment then 

transfer them to an mobile software application. People with blindness who use the 

programme may get spoken instructions and audio aid thanks to the Bluetooth voice feedback 
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unit. The audio voice recognition and object identification replicas are loaded by the 

Android-based application. It has been discovered that using this technique may help people 

with limited eyesight locate and identify objects. With this system one can also take the 

medicine in which they are using daily.  

Keywords: Sensor, deep learning, visual impairment, android based application. 

 

1. Introduction 

Impairment of vision is one of the world's most serious well-being issues, causing significant 

disruption in people's lives. Worse, it increases the strain on society and the family. Blindness 

affects 36 million of the world's 253 million visually handicapped people. As a result, 

developing visual assistive technology, such as Sensory Substitution Devices, is critical 

(SRDs) [1]. 

Researchers have worked hard to develop SRDs that can convert information from camera-

captured ambient pictures into other sensory data for blind individuals. Others use electrodes 

or vibrators to convert optical input to electric touch or mechanical vibration [2], [3]. Some 

SRDs are designed to convert visual data into verbal or auditory commands. SRDs can assist 

the visually impaired with a number of tasks such as gesture, facial, and phrase recognition 

[4], [5]. Deep learning methods are being used to SRDs as artificial intelligence advances to 

assist the blind with increasingly difficult vision tasks like as public facility identification, 

interior scene description, and navigation [6]. 

The goal of this research is to create a spectacle, efficient vision-to-audio device for blind 

persons [7]. Figure 1 depicts the general architectural arrangement of the system. The device 

contains of a couple of glasses outfitted with a wireless photographic camera unit and 

Bluetooth headphones, as well as proprietary Android software and an app based on neural 

network models. Voice communication, voice  recognition, and object identification are all 

possible with this sensory substitution technology. The consequences of the testing show that 

our technology can assist people with blindness in recognising and learning about common 

things in their surroundings [8]–[10]. 
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Fig. 1 Design architecture 

2. Design of the proposed system 

As illustrated in Fig. 1, our scheme comprises of a camera unit, Bluetooth earphones, an 

mobile interface, and a neural network model. The camera unit is made up of the OV2640 

CMOS camera, the ESP32 control unit, and the power source. The OV2640 CMOS camera is 

used to continually record photos of the surroundings and communicate them in real time to 

the ESP32. Since the ESP32, an MCU with Wi-Fi capabilities, is available, the camera unit 

may interface wirelessly with a smartphone and relay data. The power source unit is a poly 

lithium battery with a 3.7V voltage and rechargeability. 

Figure 2 depicts a flowchart for the operation of the camera unit. (a). The camera unit initially 

checks the Wi-Fi and camera capacity to ensure that the system is operational. While the 

camera unit is waiting, the Android phone is connected. After connecting, if the camera unit 

recognises a valid application command, it will begin gathering images and delivering them 

to the programme. The usage of Bluetooth earphones allows blind people to interact with the 

system more effortlessly. We employ Bluetooth bone-conduction earbuds with noise-

cancelling features to guarantee the indicator from the proposed system is not interfered with 

through the signal from the surroundings. 

The system's application is designed to collect signals, obtain relevant data, and communicate 

with customers. The open-source Android operating system, which is used to construct the 

software, has many benefits. The four sections of the software are algorithm reasoning, 

command broadcasting, voice recognition, and image processing. 

The image processing unit handles the Wi-Fi connection, image receipt, and image scaling. 

Following their first interaction, the camera unit gets directives from the unit in order to 

capture photographs. Before being passed to the algorithm reasoning unit for additional 

processing, the photos are scaled. 

The voice recognition unit recognises voice and converts it to text. The voice recognition unit 

must stay disconnected since it is helpful and accessible when the mobile phone's signal is 
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low and Wi-Fi capacity is required for picture transfer. For these reasons, the unit employs 

Alpha Cephei's VOSK voice recognition technology. While the framework is being installed 

in the application, the unit takes the user's voice and converts it to text using the voice library. 

The command broadcast unit converts text to voice and broadcasts it to users through the 

speaker. The text-to-voice engine for the command broadcast unit is also incorporated into 

the mobile or may be transferred from the Internet to assist users with a number of visual 

tasks. When the programme provides user advice, the unit identifies the language of the 

instructions and converts them to voice. The unit then establishes contact with a Bluetooth 

earpiece in order to relay the orders to clients. 

The program's foundation is the algorithm reasoning unit, which is required for getting visual 

features. The unit might be used to incorporate deep learning object identification algorithms 

into mobile devices. For neural network reasoning, the programme employs the efficient and 

portable NCNN framework. Using the algorithm reasoning unit, the neural network model 

and framework are included into the software. The algorithm unit might then use the Java 

Native Interface to invoke the model (JNI). If the object recognition model is incorporated in 

the software, the instruction unit may receive a picture and provide the position and kind of 

substances in the image. 

Figure 2 depicts the application's flowchart (b). The computer starts its typical starting 

procedure. Users speak instructions into the system, which uses the voice recognition unit to 

obtain them. If the instructions are correct, the system performs an object recognition 

algorithm to hunt for common things in the picture after receiving photos from the camera 

unit. If the required components are located, the system will notify the user of the object's 

position. 

 

Fig. 2 a) unit of camera b) mobile application flow diagrams 
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The neural network model of the system is divided into two components. The first is a voice 

recognition voice library, and the second is an object recognition model that predicts the type 

and placement of things in the environment. 

The voice library is imported as a model by the voice recognition unit. Because of the voice 

library, the voice recognition unit may securely give the recognition result after accepting 

user instructions. The VOSK website is used to download the Mandarin Chinese library into 

the programme. 

To perform the object recognition function, we choose YoloV4-Tiny, a tiny object 

recognition model, and load it into the algorithm intellectual unit. YoloV4-Tiny employs 

segments of computation to extract maps, while YoloV3 Heads decodes the position and kind 

of bouncing boxes. It also employs data increase and pre-set anchors to increase the accuracy 

of the recognition findings. Figure 3 depicts the model's architecture. To directly identify the 

locations of the items, we split the picture into nine equally sized parts along its length. The 

item's position will be determined by the region in which the object's centre is put. For 

example, if the object's centre is in the intermediate, the direction will be intermediate. 

 

Fig. 3 Yolo Network architecture 

3. Result and discussion 

To ensure that the classification functions smoothly and proficiently, the cell phone's 

efficiency must meet a specific standard. We execute the Android application and evaluate 

system performance on a Xiaomi 8 smartphone with a 845 CPU and 4 GB of RAM. We 

monitor the battery life, Wi-Fi frequency band, viewing angle, and picture resolution of the 

camera unit. We keep track of how much time the software spends on verbal feedback, 

receiving single frames, and voice recognition. The prototypical size and execution period of 
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the object recognition model utilised in the application are being monitored. Figure 4 depicts 

the system's performance. 

 

Fig. 4 Performance of the system 

The goal of experiments is to determine the overall efficacy of the system. The guiding 

principles of the Helsinki Declaration are followed throughout the investigation. The 

experiment is carried out at a specific location. A Xiaomi 8 smartphone with the trial-specific 

application must be installed, and the participant must wear glasses. Figure 4 depicts the 

system's human implementation. At all times, the test subject must provide vocal instructions 

to the machine. According to the system's instructions, the volunteer gets verbal input that is 

transformed into item recognitions. 

 

Fig.5 Testing with human 
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The three indicators we employ to monitor task performance throughout the trial are the 

item's presence, kind, and position. Figure 5 depicts instances of command-answer designs 

used in the investigation. For instance, if the algorithm properly recognises and identify an 

apple on the accurate size of the picture, the record will include the terms "Found," "Apple," 

then "Right" in the relevant locations. Figure 5 depicts the work performance records. Some 

of the answers to the 12 problems are erroneous due to occlusion and the uneven lighting 

effect, while others are accurate. 

 

Fig. 6 examples of the object recognition 

 

Fig. 7 performance of the system 

Conclusion 

It is observed that the video camera satisfies the real-time criteria by distribution an image 

with a accuracy of 640*480 and a viewing angle of 68° to the phone in around 0.03 seconds. 

The object recognition algorithm forecasts the results in around 145 milliseconds on an 

Android phone with a Snapdragon 845 CPU operating at 2.8GHz. Although this period of 

time cannot satisfy real-time demands, it has no impact on the pictorial task since the user 
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with blindness needs sufficient time to respond to information from the system. Finally, the 

system is functional and accessible if the mobile phone's CPU operates at a frequency greater 

than 2.8GHz. Figure 7 demonstrates how the scheme can accurately forecast the site and kind 

of large or medium-sized objects, such as a chair, umbrella, and cup. However, the system 

struggles to find little substances like a brush and cutters. Additionally, the algorithm 

struggles to detect concealed objects or scenes with uneven lighting effects. The results 

demonstrate that the system can identify unshaded, non-small items and recognise vocal 

instructions with accuracy in a room with balanced lighting. 

In this research, we established a wearable, efficient, and instantaneous vision-to-audio 

sensory transfer system that can provision voice interaction via voice credit, 

acknowledgement, and voice input. The system's functionality can be expanded in the 

forthcoming by adding more machine learning methods, such as minor thing recognition, 

semantic division, and depth approximation. This will help people with visual impairments 

with object ability to handle, collision avoidance, route planning, pattern recognition, and 

taking the medicine. 
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